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MGKE M4 portable wire tray shears

Using the electrohydraulic MGKE M4 portable wire tray shears, it 

is easy to cut and shape PFLITSCH Wire tray by safely cutting out 

unwanted sections of wire in a matter of seconds. 

For more information, please visit our 

website:  www.pflitsch.de

Advantages at a glance  

  Low-burr cut, flush with crosswire 

  Compact head for very good accessibility, even on mi-

ni-Wire tray 

  Portable

  About 300 g lighter than the previous model

  Open cutting head, 330° rotatable, makes it possible to 

reach areas that are difficult to access.

  Ergonomic 2-component housing with soft grip for com-

fortable and safe one-handed operation

  Balanced centre of gravity for ease of handling and fati-

gue-free working

  LED to illuminate the working area

  High capacity 18 V lithium-ion MAKITA rechargeable bat-

tery unit  

  Short charging time of only 15 minutes

  Powerful motor for maximum working speed

Product information

Errors and technical alterations are reserved.

PFLITSCH GmbH & Co. KG
Ernst-Pflitsch-Straße 1 F Nord 1  
D-42499 Hückeswagen 
Phone: +49 2192 911-0  
Fax: +49 2192 911-220 
email: info@pflitsch.de 
Internet: www.pflitsch.de

Bolt cutter, nipped off Cutted with wire tray shears



Servicing and maintenance:

The maintenance interval for the MGKE M4 wire tray shears is 

20,000 cuts or two years and is due when the indicator light on 

the shears flashes for 20 seconds.

Compatible accessories:

Replacement rechargeable batteries and cutter sets are available 

separately from PFLITSCH.  

Article numbers:

Portable Wire tray shears MGKE M4

Replacement rechargeable battery MGKE M 1,5 Ah

Replacement cutter set MGKE M4 ES

Preassemble Wire tray quickly and safely 

The high strength and load capacity of PFLITSCH wire tray result in 

it being used in an ever-widening range of industries, for example 

in machine and plant engineering, the electrical, food and pharma-

ceutical industries. For customers who prefer to preassemble and 

install their wire tray systems themselves, PFLITSCH has added the 

new MGKE M4 wire tray shears to its product range. 

Ordinary bolt cutters 

merely nip off the 

wires and usually leave 

burrs on the cut ends. 

These burrs present an 

injury hazard for instal-

lers and may damage 

the cables, which often 

requires costly reworking. Moreover, the final cut shape can be 

rather poor if the bolt cutters are not positioned correctly. Confi-

guring your trunking with the portable MGKE M4 wire tray shears 

can save you time and money. The 330° rotatable cutting head 

cuts out surplus sections of wire, leaving a low-burr cut end close 

to the crosswire or spot weld.

The MGKE M4 wire tray shears produce excellent results – even on 

V4A stainless steel wire up to 6 mm diameter. The tool’s hydraulic 

shock absorber, one-button operation and LED-illuminated wor-

king area all contribute to the ease of operation of the recharge-

able battery-powered MGKE M4.

Technical data:

· Weight: only 1.9 kg

· Width of cutting head: 52 mm

· Cutting capacity: max. 6 mm V4A stainless steel wire

·  Rechargeable battery: 18 V Li-Ion/1.5 Ah (15 minutes charging time) 

·  Cuts per fully charged battery: approx. 300 (6 mm V4A stainless 

steel wire)

· Cutting time: approx. 4 seconds per cut

·  Servicing required: after approx. 10,000 cuts (6 mm V4A stain-

less steel wire)


